To:
Prospective Bidders/Planholders

ELECTRICAL VAULT RELOCATION
PROJECT NUMBER CSUSTRFP20111
California State University Stanislaus
One University Circle, Turlock, CA 95382

This Addendum forms a part of the contract documents and modifies the original bidding documents. Addendum shall be noted as received and acknowledged on the Bid Proposal Form when submitted as outlined in the Bid Package referenced above.

The following corrections, additions, deletions, and/or modifications to the above package, by this reference, shall be incorporated therein:

Addition:

- The University is moving the bid submission due date from this project from 3/17/2022 at 2:00 PM to 3/24/2022 at 2:00 PM. All other details around bid submission (submission location, etc.) remain the same as outlined in the original posting.
- Question and Answer time frame has been modified to all questions now due to University by 5:00 PM on 3/16/2022 with responses from the University to be provided by 5:00 PM on 3/18/2022.
- Question: The specifications are not clear as to what the contractor is responsible for in an engineering capacity. We assume locations for vault penetrations etc. will be field located, the plans are pretty complete. Are there any Engineered drawings or calculations requiring a PE stamp the contractor is responsible for on the project?
  - Answer: Other than some network engineering associated with getting the relays all on an ethernet network, all engineering support associated with relay settings for overcurrent protection and general system protection will be provided by the University and its Engineer of Record.

End of Addenda No. 3